Posterior Epidural Migration of Thoracic Disc Fragment

Migration of a disc fragment to the posterior epidural space is rare, especially in the thoracic spine. Only four such cases of posterior epidural migration of thoracic disc fragments have been reported. The authors report a case of a 66-year-old man who presented with back pain and right leg weakness due to posterior epidural migration of thoracic disc fragment. The patient was successfully treated by laminectomy and partial facetectomy with disc removal.
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INTRODUCTION

Only 0.15% to 4% of all symptomatic herniations of a disc are in the thoracic spine. Herniated disc fragments are known to migrate within the spinal canal in rostral, caudal, and lateral directions. Posterior epidural migration of herniated disc fragments are rare and most cases have been reported in lumbar region. These posterior epidural migration in thoracic region are even more infrequent, with only four cases previously reported. We report a case of a 66-year-old man who presented with back pain and right leg weakness due to the posterior epidural migration of thoracic disc fragment.

CASE REPORT

History and examination

This 66-year-old man presented with a 3 days history of back pain and right leg weakness. There was no history of trauma. Three years ago, he suffered from spontaneously developed back pain and was treated with intermittent physical therapy. On admission, he could not walk by himself due to right leg weakness.

A physical examination did not reveal any notable findings except back pain and right leg weakness. The straight leg raising test and deep tendon reflex test were within normal limits. The motor powers of right leg hip flexion, foot dorsiflexion, and foot plantar flexion were checked to grade 3/5, but those of left leg were normal. Sensory, bladder, and bowel functions were normal.

A magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) revealed a marked spinal stenosis at T10-11 level with a posterior epidural mass, about 1.2 × 0.8 cm in size. The mass showed decreased signal on T1-weighted images (T1WI), increased signal on T2-weighted images (T2WI), and rim-enhancement, and combined right subarticular disc extrusion at T10-11 with thecal sac indentation (Fig. 1).

Operation

Total laminectomy of T10 was performed under somato-sensory evoked potential monitoring. After removal of thickened ligament flavum, dorsal and lateral compressing fibrous epidural mass which was tightly adherent to thecal sac, was noticed (Fig. 2). The mass extended into epidural space laterally, so additional partial medial facetectomy was performed. Dorsal epidural fibrous mass and lateral soft mass were removed carefully. During operation, there was no conduction delay in somato-sensory evoked potential.
site of the dural sac. If the laceration of the annulus fibrosus occurs in the lateral point near the pedicle, the sequestrated disc material may migrate along the medial site of the pedicle to the lateral and posterior sides of the dural sac.

Because of the anatomy of the anterior epidural space (AES), most of the sequestrated disc fragment usually migrate in lateral direction in the spinal canal[6-22]. Schelling et al. concluded that the migrating path of a disc fragment is determined by the anatomy of the AES, a fairly well-defined space delimited posteriorly by the posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL) and lateral membrane, attached medially to the free edge of the PLL, and stretches laterally to the wall of the spinal canal[23]. Not only these PLL and lateral membrane, but also epidural vessels, fat and nerve roots limit posterior epidural migration of herniated disc fragments[6,13,22].

MRI, especially with gadolinium administration, appears to be the method of choice for diagnosis. Sequestrated fragments usually show low signal intensity on T1WI, and 80% of cases exhibit high signal intensity on T2WI relative to the degenerated disc of origin[5]. The high signal intensity on T2WI can be explained as either the herniated material still having a higher water content than an intact disc or a reparative process leading to a transient water gain[5]. Most of the disc fragments show peripheral contrast enhancement attributed to an inflammatory response with granulation tissue and newly formed vessels around the sequestrated tissue as shown in the present report[20]. In our patient, there was communication between posterior epidural mass and the lateral protruded disc material. In most of the reported cases, preoperative diagnosis was difficult and confused with other posterior epidural space occupying lesions, such as hematoma, synovial cyst, epidural abscess, metastatic tumor, and meningioma[5,8,12,16-20].

Hematoma usually has isointensity or hypointensity on T1WI, no enhancement, and an associated trauma history, but hematoma in resolving state can also appear as a rim-enhancing lesion[5]. Synovial joint cyst shows similar to cerebrospinal fluid in image intensity, and related to facet joint, but does not show enhancement. Epidural abscess shows iso- to hypointensity compared with the spinal cord

Postoperative course
The histologic examination revealed degenerated fibrocartilagenous tissue and calcification, consistent with herniated disc. His weakness improved postoperative immediately, and could walk with mild weakness of right leg.

DISCUSSION

Several mechanisms of posterior migration of the disc material have been proposed[6,11]. Slight adhesion between the annulus fibrosus and the dural sac caused by previous asymptomatic disc herniation may accelerate the posterior migration of the sequestrated disc material. Acute strong pressure may then push the disc material to the posterior
on T1WI, and increased intensity on proton-density- and T2WI, and rim-enhancement. Epidural abscess also shows a combination of a frank abscess and tissue enhancement. Metastatic tumor usually has destructive adjacent bony changes, and different patterns of homogeneous or heterogeneous enhancement. Meningioma shows isointense to slightly hyperintense signal on T2WI and homogeneous enhancement. Most of meningiomas locate at intradural space, rarely locate at both intra- and extradural or extradural space.

There have been reported several cases of posterior epidural migration of herniated disc fragments in lumbar area, but only four cases have been reported in thoracic area in the literature.

CONCLUSION

We have described the rare case of back pain and right leg weakness in a patient with posterior epidural migrated disc herniation in thoracic region. Although it is difficult to make exact diagnosis of posterior epidural migration of thoracic disc herniation by MRI alone, especially in case of the communication between rim-enhancing epidural mass and disc space, one must consider the possibility of posterior epidural migrated disc fragment.
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